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Accurate design of co-assembling
multi-component protein nanomaterials
Neil P. King1,2*, Jacob B. Bale1,3*, William Sheffler1*, Dan E. McNamara4, Shane Gonen1,5, Tamir Gonen5, Todd O. Yeates4,6,7

& David Baker1,2,8

The self-assembly of proteins into highly ordered nanoscale architectures is a hallmarkof biological systems. The sophis-
ticated functions of these molecular machines have inspired the development of methods to engineer self-assembling
protein nanostructures; however, the design ofmulti-component protein nanomaterials with high accuracy remains an
outstanding challenge. Here we report a computational method for designing protein nanomaterials in which multiple
copies of two distinct subunits co-assemble into a specific architecture. We use the method to design five 24-subunit
cage-like protein nanomaterials in two distinct symmetric architectures and experimentally demonstrate that their
structures are in close agreement with the computational design models. The accuracy of the method and the number
andvariety of two-componentmaterials that itmakes accessible suggest a route to the construction of functional protein
nanomaterials tailored to specific applications.

The unique functional opportunities afforded by protein self-assembly
range from the dynamic cellular scaffolding provided by cytoskeletal
proteins to the encapsulation, protection and delivery of viral genomes
to new host cells by virus capsids. Although natural assemblies can be
repurposed to perform new functions1,2, this strategy is limited to the
structures of existing proteins,whichmaynot be suited to a given appli-
cation. To overcome this limitation, methods for designing novel self-
assembling proteins areof considerable interest3–6. The central challenge
in designing self-assembling proteins is to encode the information nec-
essary todirect assembly in the structures of the protein buildingblocks.
Although the complexity and irregularity of protein structures resulted
in slow initial progress in this area, advances in computational protein
design algorithms and new approaches such asmetal-mediated assem-
bly have recently yielded exciting results6–16. Despite these advances, the
self-assembling protein structures designed so far have been relatively
simple, and continued improvements in design strategies are needed in
order to enable the practical design of functional materials.
The level of structural complexity available to self-assembled nano-

materials generally increaseswith thenumberofuniquemolecular com-
ponents used to construct the material. This is illustrated by DNA
nanotechnology, inwhich specific and directional interactions between
hundreds of distinct DNA strands allow the construction of nanoscale
objects with essentially arbitrary structures17–20. In contrast, designing
well-orderedmulti-component protein nanomaterials has remained a
significant challenge.Multiple distinct intermolecular contacts are nec-
essary todrive the assemblyof suchmaterials3,4,8,11,21, andprogramming
new, geometrically precise interactions between proteins is difficult.
Compared to homo-oligomers, multi-component protein nanomater-
ials offer several advantages: a wider range of possible structures due to
their construction fromcombinationsof buildingblocks, greater control
over the timing of assembly, and enhanced modularity through inde-
pendently addressable subunits. Although multi-component protein
assemblies have recently beengeneratedusingdisulphide bonds14,22, flex-
ible genetic linkers11,15,22, or stereotyped coiled-coil interactions to drive

assembly14,15, the flexibility of these relatively minimal linkages has
generally resulted in materials that are somewhat polydisperse. Most
natural protein assemblies, on the other hand, are constructed from
protein–protein interfaces involving many contacts distributed over
large interaction surfaces that serve to precisely define the positions of
the subunits relative to each other23,24. Advances in computational
protein modelling and design algorithms have recently made it pos-
sible to design such interfaces25–29 and thereby direct the formation of
novel self-assembling protein nanomaterials with atomic-level accu-
racy7,9,10, but the methods reported so far have been limited to the
design of materials comprising only a single type of molec-
ular building block. Here we expand the structural and functional range
of designed proteinmaterials with a general computationalmethod for
designing two-component co-assembling protein nanomaterials with
high accuracy.

Computational design method
Our method centres on encoding the information necessary to direct
assembly in designed protein–protein interfaces. In addition to pro-
viding the energetic driving force for assembly, the designed interfaces
also precisely define the relative orientations of the building blocks.
We illustrate the method in Fig. 1 using the dual tetrahedral architec-
ture (designated here as T33) as an example. In this architecture, four
copies eachof twodistinct, naturally trimeric building blocks are aligned
atoppositepolesof the three-fold symmetryaxesof a tetrahedron (Fig. 1a).
This places one set of building blocks at the vertices of the tetrahedron
and the other at the centres of the faces, totalling 12 subunits of each
protein. Each trimeric building block is allowed to rotate around and
translate along its three-fold symmetry axis (Fig. 1b); other rigid body
moves are disallowedbecause theywould lead to asymmetry.These four
degrees of freedomare systematically exploredduringdocking to iden-
tify configurationswith symmetrically repeated instances of anovel inter-
building-block interface that is suitable for design (Fig. 1c). The score
function used during docking favours interfaces with high densities of
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contacting residues in well-anchored regions of the protein structure
that are less likely to change conformation onmutation of surface side
chains (Fig. 1d). RosettaDesign30,31 is then used to sample the identities
and configurations of the side chains near the inter-building-block
interface, generating interfaces with features resembling those found
in natural protein assemblies such as well-packed hydrophobic cores
surrounded by polar rims24 (Fig. 1e). The end result is a pair of new
amino acid sequences, one for each building block, predicted to sta-
bilize the modelled interface and drive assembly to the specific target
configuration.

These docking and design procedureswere implemented by extend-
ing the Rosetta software31,32 to enable the simultaneous modelling of
multiple distinct symmetrically arrangedprotein components. Thenew
protocol allows the different components to be arranged and moved
independently according todistinct sets of symmetryoperators (Extended
Data Fig. 1). This enables the design strategy described above to be gen-
eralized to a wide variety of symmetric architectures in which multiple
symmetricbuildingblocksarecombined ingeometrically specificways3,4,21.
Combiningeven two typesof symmetry elements (as in thepresent study)
can give rise to a large number of distinct symmetric architectureswith
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Figure 1 | Overview of the computational design method. a, The T33
architecture comprises four copies each of two distinct trimeric building blocks
(green and blue) arranged with tetrahedral point group symmetry (24 total
subunits; triangles indicate three-fold symmetry axes). b, Each building block
has two rigid-body degrees of freedom, one translational (r) and one rotational
(v), that are systematically explored during docking. c, The docking procedure,
which is independent of the amino acid sequence of the building blocks,
identifies large interfaces with high densities of contacting residues formed by

well-anchored regions of the protein structure. The details of such an interface,
boxed here, are shown in d. e, Amino acid sequences are designed at the
new interface to stabilize the modelled configuration and drive co-assembly
of the two components. f, In the T32 architecture, four trimeric (grey) and
six dimeric (orange) building blocks are aligned along the three-fold and
two-fold symmetry axes passing through the vertices and edges of a
tetrahedron, respectively.
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Figure 2 | Experimental characterization of co-assembly. a, SEC
chromatograms of the designed pairs of proteins (solid lines) and the wild-type
oligomeric proteins from which they were derived (dashed and dotted lines).
The co-expressed designed proteins elute at the volumes expected for the target
24-subunit nanomaterials, whereas the wild-type proteins elute as dimers or
trimers. The T33-15 in vitro panel shows chromatograms for the individually
produced andpurified designed components (T33-15AandT33-15B) aswell as
a stoichiometric mixture of the two components. b, Native PAGE analysis of
in vitro-assembled T32-28 (left panel) and T33-15 (right panel) in cell lysates.

Lysates containing the co-expressed design components (A1-tagged, lane 5;
hexahistidine-tagged, lane 6) reveal slowly migrating species (‘24mers’, arrows)
not present in lysates containing the wild-type or individually expressed
components (lanes 1–4). Mixing equal volumes (e.v.) of crude lysates
containing the individual designed components yields the same slowly
migrating species (lane 7), although some unassembled building blocks remain
due to unequal levels of expression (particularly for T33-15). When the
differences in expression levels are accounted for bymixing adjusted volumes of
lysates (a.v.), more efficient assembly is observed (lane 8).
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a range of possible morphologies, including those with dihedral and
cubic point-group symmetries, as well as helical, layer and space group
symmetries (ref. 21 and T.O.Y., manuscript in preparation).
In this study we targeted two distinct tetrahedral architectures: the

T33 architecture described above and the T32 architecture shown in
Fig. 1f, in which the materials are formed from four trimeric and six
dimeric building blocks aligned along the three-fold and two-fold tet-
rahedral symmetry axes.We docked all pairwise combinations of a set
of 1,161 dimeric and 200 trimeric protein building blocks of known
structure in the T32 and T33 architectures (SupplementaryMethods).

This resulted in a large set of potential novel nanomaterials: 232,200 and
19,900 docked protein pairs, respectively, with a given pair often yield-
ing severaldistinct promisingdocked configurations. Interface sequence
design calculationswere carried out on the 1,000 highest scoringdocked
configurations in each architecture, and the designs were evaluated on
the basis of predicted binding energy, shape complementarity33 and size
of the designed interfaces, as well as the number of buried unsatisfied
hydrogen-bonding groups (Supplementary Methods). After filtering
on these criteria, 30 T32 and 27 T33materials were selected for experi-
mental characterization (Extended Data Fig. 2). The 57 designs were
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Figure 3 | Designed interfaces of
two-component protein
nanomaterials. The models of the
designed interfaces in each
component (left, ‘A’ component;
right, ‘B’ component) of T32-28 (a),
T33-09 (b), T33-15 (c), T33-21 (d)
and T33-28 (e) are shown, and side
views of each interface as a whole are
shown at centre (see arrows
indicating rotations at top). Each
image is oriented such that a vector
originating at the centre of the
tetrahedral material and passing
through the centre of mass of the
designed interface would pass
vertically through the centre of the
image. The side chains of all amino
acids allowed to change identity or
conformation during the interface
design procedure are shown in stick
representation. The alpha carbon
atoms of positions that were mutated
during design are shown as spheres,
and the mutations are labelled. To
highlight the morphologies of the
contacting surfaces, atomswithin 5 Å
of the opposite building block are
shown in semi-transparent surface
representation. Oxygen atoms are
red; nitrogen, blue; and sulphur,
orange.
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derived from39distinct trimeric and19dimeric proteins, and contained
an average of 19 amino acidmutations per pair of subunits compared to
thenative sequences. Thedesigned interfaces residedmostly on elements
of secondary structure, botha-helices andb-strands,with nearby loops
generally making minor contributions.

Screening and characterization of assembly state
Synthetic genes encoding each designed pair of proteinswere cloned in
tandem in a single expression vector to allow inducible co-expression
in Escherichia coli (Supplementary Methods). Polyacrylamide gel elec-
trophoresis (PAGE)under denaturing andnon-denaturing (native) con-
ditions was used to rapidly assess the level of soluble expression and
assembly state of the designed proteins in clarified cell lysates. Formost
of the designs, either one or both of the designed proteins was not de-
tectable in the soluble fraction, suggesting that insoluble expression is
a common failure mode for the designed materials. Given that the
majority of themutations introduced by ourmethod are changes from
polar to hydrophobic residues at the designed interfaces, it is likely that
the insolubility of these designs is due to eithermisfoldingornon-specific
aggregation of the designed protein subunits. Nevertheless, several de-
signed protein pairs yielded single bands under non-denaturing con-
ditions that migrated more slowly than the wild-type proteins from
which they were derived, suggesting assembly to higher-order species
(Extended Data Fig. 3). These proteins were subcloned to introduce a
hexahistidine tag at the carboxy terminus of one of the two subunits
and purified bynickel affinity chromatography and size exclusion chro-
matography (SEC). Five pairs of designed proteins—one T32 design
(T32-28) and fourT33designs (T33-09,T33-15, T33-21 andT33-28)—
eluted together during nickel affinity chromatography and yielded
dominant peaks at the expected size of approximately 24 subunitswhen
analysed by SEC (Fig. 2a and Supplementary Table 1).
We tested the ability of each of the fivematerials to assemble in vitro

by expressing the two components in separate E. coli cultures and mix-
ing them at various points after cell lysis (Extended Data Fig. 3). Native
PAGE revealed that in two cases (T33-15 and T32-28) the two sepa-
rately expressed components efficiently assembled to give the designed
materials in vitrowhen equal volumes of cell lysatesweremixed (Fig. 2b,
Extended Data Fig. 3a, c). Adjusting the volume of each lysate in the
mixture to account for differences in the level of soluble expression of
the two components allowed formorequantitative assembly. In the case
of T33-15, the two components of the material could also be purified
independently: T33-15A and T33-15B each eluted from the SEC col-
umn as trimers in isolation. Aftermixing the two purified components
in a 1:1 molar ratio and allowing a two-hour incubation at room tem-
perature, the mixture eluted from the SEC column predominantly at
the volume expected for the 24-subunit assembly, with small amounts
of residual trimeric building blocks remaining (Fig. 2a). It is thus pos-
sible to control the assembly of our designed materials by simply mix-
ing the two independently produced components.
The details of the designed interfaces for the five materials, high-

lighting the shape and chemical complementarity generated by themany
amino acidmutations introduced duringdesign, are presented in Fig. 3.
Qualitatively, the interfaces reflect thehypothesis underlying thedesign
protocol: they feature well-packed and highly complementary cores of
hydrophobic side chains residingmostly in elements of secondary struc-
ture, surrounded by polar side chains lining the periphery of the hydro-
phobic cores. The successful designs are quantitatively similar to the
other designs according to the interface metrics used to select designs
for experimental characterization (predictedbinding energy, shape com-
plementarity, interface size andnumber of buried unsatisfied hydrogen-
bonding groups; Extended Data Fig. 4). The similarity of the successful
andunsuccessful designs according to these structuralmetrics, combined
with the observed insolubility of many of the designs, suggests that
focusing on improving the level of soluble expression of the designed
proteins could substantially improve the success rate of our approach
in the future.

Structural characterization of the designed materials
Negative-stain electronmicroscopy of the five designedmaterials con-
firmed that they assemble specifically to the target architectures (Fig. 4).
For each material, fields of monodisperse particles of the expected size
and symmetrywereobserved, confirming thehomogeneity of themate-
rials suggested by SEC. Particle averaging yielded images that recapitu-
late features of the computational designmodels at low resolution. For
example, class averages of T33-09 revealed roughly square or triangle-
shaped structureswithwell-defined internal cavities that closely resem-
ble projections calculated from the computational design model along
its two-fold and three-fold axes (Fig. 4b, inset).Micrographs of T33-15
assembled in vitro as described above were indistinguishable from
those of co-expressed T33-15 (Fig. 4c, f and Extended Data Fig. 5c),
demonstrating that the samematerial is obtained using bothmethods.
We solved X-ray crystal structures of four of the designed materials

(T32-28, T33-15, T33-21 and T33-28) to resolutions ranging from 2.1
to 4.5 Å (Fig. 5 and Supplementary Tables 2 and 3). In all cases, the
structures reveal that the inter-building-block interfaces were designed
with high accuracy: comparing a pair of chains from each structure to
the computationally designedmodel yields backbone rootmean square
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Figure 4 | Electron micrographs of designed two-component protein
nanomaterials. Negative-stain electron micrographs for co-expressed and
purified T32-28 (a), T33-09 (b), T33-15 (c), T33-21 (d) and T33-28 (e) are
shown to scale (scale bar at top right, 25 nm). For each co-expressed material,
two different class averages of the particles (top and bottom) are shown in the
insets (left) alongside back projections calculated from the computational
design models (right). f, Micrograph of a T33-15 sample prepared by
stoichiometrically mixing the independently purified components (T33-15A
and T33-15B) in vitro and purifying the assembledmaterial by SEC (see Fig. 2).
Micrographs of unpurified, in vitro-assembled T33-15 as well as T33-15A and
T33-15B in isolation are shown in Extended Data Fig. 5.
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deviations (r.m.s.d.) between 0.5 and 1.2 Å (Fig. 5 right and Extended
Data Table 1). In the structures with resolutions that permit detailed
analysis of side-chain configurations (T33-15 and two independent
crystal forms of T33-21), 87 of 113 side chains at the designed inter-
faces adopt the predicted conformations (Supplementary Tables 5 and
6). As intended, the designed interfaces drive the assembly of cage-like

nanomaterials that closely match the computational design models: the
backbone r.m.s.d. over all 24 subunits in eachmaterial range from1.0 to
2.6 Å (Fig. 5 left and Extended Data Table 1). The precise control over
interface geometry offered by our method thus enables the design of
two-component protein nanomaterials with diverse nanoscale features
such as surfaces, pores and internal volumes with high accuracy.

Discussion
Owing to the unique functions accessible to self-assembling proteins,
there is intense interest in engineering protein nanomaterials for appli-
cations in various fields. Most efforts so far have focused on repurpos-
ing naturally occurring protein assemblies, a strategy that is ultimately
limited by the structures available and their tolerances formodification.
Similarly, although directed evolution is a powerfulmethod for protein
engineering34,35 and canbe used to improve, for example, the packaging
capability of existing protein nanocontainers36,37, it is difficult to envi-
sion how it could accurately generate new protein nanomaterials with
target structures defined at the atomic level. Our results demonstrate
that computational protein design provides a general route for design-
ing novel two-component self-assembling protein nanomaterials with
high accuracy. The combinatorial nature of two-componentmaterials
greatly expands thenumber and variety of potential nanomaterials that
canbedesigned. For example, in this studyweused1,361protein build-
ing blocks to dock over 250,000 distinct protein pairs in two target ar-
chitectures with tetrahedral point group symmetry, resulting in a very
large set of potential nanomaterials exhibiting a variety of sizes, shapes
and arrangements of chemically and genetically addressable functional
groups, loops and termini.With continued effort to increase the success
rate of protein–protein interface design and reduce the rate of designed
proteins that express insolubly, it should become possible to simulta-
neouslydesignmultiplenovel interfaces in a singlematerial,whichwould
enable the construction of increasingly complex materials built from
more than two components.
The conceptual framework that underlies our method—symmetric

docking followedbyprotein–protein interface design—canbegenerally
applied to a wide variety of symmetric architectures, including repet-
itive protein arrays that extend in one, two or three dimensions.Multi-
componentmaterials are advantageous in these extended architectures
because the uncontrolled self-assembly of a single-componentmaterial
inside the cell cancomplicate biological production5,11,21.Wehave shown
that the two components of the designedmaterials T32-28 and T33-15
can be produced separately and mixed in vitro to initiate assembly of
the designed structure.With new symmetricmodelling algorithms cap-
able of handling the additional degrees of freedomassociated with these
architectures, the accurate computational design and controllable assem-
blyof complex,multi-componentprotein fibres, layers andcrystals should
also be possible.
The capability todesign highlyhomogeneous proteinnanostructures

with atomic-level accuracy and controllable assembly should open up
newopportunities in targeteddrugdelivery, vaccine design, plasmonics
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Figure 5 | Crystal structures of designed two-component protein
nanomaterials. The computational design models (top) and X-ray crystal
structures (bottom) are shown at left for T32-28 (a), T33-15 (b), T33-21 (c) and
T33-28 (d). Views of each material are shown to scale along the two-fold and
three-fold tetrahedral symmetry axes (scale bar at centre, 15 nm). The r.m.s.d.
values between the backbone atoms in all 24 chains of the design models and
crystal structures are indicated. For T33-21 (c), r.m.s.d. values are shown for
both crystal forms (images are shown for the higher-resolution crystal form
with backbone r.m.s.d. 2.0 Å), while the r.m.s.d. range for T33-28 (d) derives
from the four copies of the fully assembled material in the crystallographic
asymmetric unit. At right, overlays of the designed interfaces in the design
models (white) and crystal structures (grey, orange, green and blue) are shown.
Owing to the limited resolution of the T32-28 structure, the amino acid side
chains were not modelled beyond the beta carbon. For the interface overlays,
the crystal structures were aligned to the design models using the backbone
atoms of two subunits, one of each component.
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and other applications that can benefit from the precise patterning of
matter on the subnanometre to 100-nanometre scale. Extendingbeyond
static structure design,methods for incorporating the kinds of dynam-
ic and functional behaviours observed in natural protein assemblies
should make possible the design of novel protein-based molecular
machines with programmable structures, dynamics and functions.

METHODS SUMMARY
The symmetric modelling framework in Rosetta31,32 was updated to enable themod-
elling ofmulti-component symmetrical structures. A new application, tcdock, docks
pairs of protein scaffolds in higher-order symmetries, scoring each docked config-
uration according to its suitability for interface design. tcdock was used to dock all
possible pairwise combinations of 200 trimeric scaffold proteins and all possible
pairwise combinations of the same trimers and 1,161 dimeric proteins in the T33
andT32 symmetric architectures, respectively.New two-componentprotein–protein
interfacedesign protocolswere used todesignnewamino acid sequences predicted to
stabilize selected docked configurations. During the sequence design protocols,
the symmetric rigid bodydegrees of freedomand the identities and conformations
of the side chains at the inter-building-block interfaces were optimized to identify
low-energy sequence-structure combinations. Thirty T32 and 27T33designswere
selected for experimental characterization.
The assembly states of the designed pairs of proteins were assessed by native

PAGE, and those thatmigratedmore slowly than thewild-type scaffoldswere sub-
jected to affinity purification andSEC.The ability of thematerials to assemble in vitro
was investigated by independently producing the two components, mixing them
at various points after cell lysis, and analysing the mixtures by native PAGE and
SEC.Thematerialswere structurally characterizedbynegative-stain electronmicro-
scopy and particle averaging, and at high resolution by X-ray crystallography.

Online Content Any additional Methods, ExtendedData display items and Source
Data are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to these
sections appear only in the online paper.
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Extended Data Figure 1 | Comparison of one-component and multi-
component symmetric fold trees. Within the Rosetta macromolecular
modelling suite, the connections between residues in a protein structure are
represented as a directed, acyclic, graph referred to as a ‘fold tree’32,38. When
modelling multiple subunits in symmetric systems, the rigid body orientations
of the subunits can be controlled by modifying the appropriate connections in
the fold tree. In this work, we have extended Rosetta to allow multiple,
independently managed connections from the fold tree to the subunits in the
asymmetric unit (ASU) of the modelled structure. To demonstrate the new
behaviour enabled by this change, three different symmetric fold tree
representations of a D32 architecture are shown. In this architecture, which is
used because of its relative simplicity, two trimeric building blocks (wheat) are
aligned along the three-fold rotational axes of D3 point-group symmetry and
three dimeric building blocks (light blue) are aligned along the two-fold
rotational axes. a, The dimer-centric one-component symmetry case.

Rigid-body degree of freedom (RB DOF, black lines) JD3 connecting the dimer
subunit to the trimer subunit in theASU is downstreamofRBDOFs JD1 and JD2
controlling the dimer subunit; in this case the positions of the trimeric subunits
depend on the positions of the dimeric subunits. b, The trimer-centric one-
component symmetry case. RB DOF JT3 connecting the trimer subunit to the
dimer subunit in the ASU is downstream of RB DOFs JT1 and JT2 controlling
the trimer subunit; in this case the positions of the dimeric subunits depend on
the positions of the trimeric subunits. c, The multi-component symmetry case.
With multi-component symmetric modelling, the RB DOFs controlling the
trimer subunit (JT1 and JT2) and the dimer subunit (JD1 and JD2) in the ASU are
independent. In this case the positions of the dimeric subunits do not depend
on the positions of the trimeric subunits and vice versa, allowing the internal
DOFs for each building block (JT2 and JD2) to be maintained while moving the
building blocks independently (JT1 and JD1). See Supplementary Methods for
additional discussion.
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ExtendedData Figure 2 | Models of the 57 designs selected for experimental
characterization. Smoothed surface representations of each of the 30 T32 and
27T33designs are shown.The trimeric component of eachT32design is shown
in grey and the dimeric component in orange. The two different trimeric
components of each T33 design are shown in blue and green. The tetrahedral

two-fold and three-fold symmetry axes (black lines) are shown passing through
the centre of each component. Each design is named according to its symmetric
architecture (T32 or T33) followed by a unique identification number. The
pairs of scaffold proteins from which the designs are derived are also indicated.
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Extended Data Figure 3 | Native PAGE analysis of cleared cell lysates. Each
gel contains cleared lysates pertaining to a, T32-28, b, T33-09, c, T33-15,
d, T33-21, or e, T33-28. Lane 1 is from cells expressing the wild-type scaffold
for component A and lane 2 the wild-type scaffold for component B. Lanes 3
and 4 are from cells expressing the individual design components and lanes 5
and 6 the co-expressed components. Lanes 7 and 8 are from samples mixed
as crude equal volume or crude adjusted volume (cr.e.v. or cr.a.v.) lysates, while

lanes 9 and 10 are from samples mixed as cleared lysates (cl.e.v. or cl.a.v.).
Lane 5 is from cells expressing the C-terminally A1-tagged constructs; all other
lanes are from cells expressing the C-terminally His-tagged constructs. An
arrow is positioned next to each gel indicating the migration of 24-subunit
assemblies and the gel regions containing unassembled building blocks are
bracketed. Each gel was stainedwith GelCode Blue. Portions of the gels in a and
c are also shown in Fig. 2b.
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Extended Data Figure 4 | Structural metrics for the computational design
models. Selectedmetrics related to the designed interfaces are plotted for the 57
designs that were experimentally characterized, including a, the predicted
binding energy measured in Rosetta energy units (REU), b, the surface area
buried by each instance of the designed interface, c, the binding energy density
(calculated as the predicted binding energy divided by the buried surface area),

d, the number of buried unsatisfied polar groups at the designed interface, e, the
shape complementarity of the designed interface, and f, the total number of
mutations in each designed pair of proteins. Each circle represents a single
design; the five successful materials are plotted as filled circles and labelled. In
each plot, the designs are arranged on the x axis in order of increasing value of
the metric analysed.
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Extended Data Figure 5 | Electron micrographs of in vitro-assembled T33-
15. Negative stain micrographs of independently purified T33-15A (a) and

T33-15B (b), as well as unpurified, in vitro-assembled T33-15 (c) are shown to
scale (scale bar at right, 25 nm).
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Extended Data Table 1 | Root mean square deviations (r.m.s.d.) between crystal structures and design models

*Global backbone r.m.s.d. was calculated over all 24 subunits of each design model and corresponding subunits in each crystal structure.
{Two-chain backbone r.m.s.d. was calculated over chains A and B of each design model and corresponding subunits in each crystal structure.
{24 subunits composing one complete cage were derived from each crystal structure as indicated and the chains renamed to match the corresponding names in the design models. In the case of T33-28, four
different sets of r.m.s.d. calculations were carried out, one for each of the four cages contained in the asymmetric unit of 4NWR.
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